
Engineered to reduce afterglow and the formation of carbon deposits.

Designed for use in container candles and wax formulations with high scent throw.

Constructed from ring-spun cotton and interwoven paper threads.

Made from ring-spun cotton interwoven with thin paper threads, 
the ECO wick series are known for their controlled curl during 
combustion and consistent burn profile. These self-trimming coreless 
wicks are appropriate for container candles and wax formulations 
with high scent throw. The design of this wick produces minimal 
afterglow and carbon deposit formation.

ECO Wick



The rate charts provided in this document are meant to serve only as a guide for our customers to assist them in
wick selection. Many variables exist in candle wax types, additives and formulations for individual candle systems.
Final wick selection should always be confirmed through the customer's own testing process to determine if a
particular wick is the correct choice for a particular candle system. Wicks Unlimited is not responsible for
selections made by the customer using any of the reference material contained in this catalog. For optimal burn
performance in specific candle systems, we strongly recommend that customers conduct exhaustive burn tests in
their own burn lab and consider retaining samples for their future internal reference. The importance of candletheir own burn lab and consider retaining samples for their future internal reference. The importance of candle
testing and data validation cannot be overstated.

ECO 0.2             750       0.1         0.9            1.8

ECO 0.5             635       0.11        1.1            2

ECO 0.75            575       0.12        0.6            2.1

ECO 1              516       0.14        1.3            2.2

ECO 1.5             460       0.15        0.8            2.3

ECO 2              408       0.18        1.6            2.4

ECO 4ECO 4              372       0.2         1.7            2.5

ECO 6              327       0.24        1.8            2.6

ECO 8              293       0.26        2.1            2.8

ECO 10             288       0.27        2.2            2.8

ECO 12             262       0.28        2.2            2.9

ECO 14             228       0.33        2.2            3.1


